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this completely revised fourth edition of introduction to plantpopulation biology continues the approach taken by its
highlysuccessful predecessors ecological and genetic principles areintroduced and theory is made accessible by clear
accurateexposition with plentiful examples models and theoreticalarguments are developed gradually requiring a minimum
ofmathematics the book emphasizes the particular characteristics of plantsthat affect their population biology and evolutionary
questionsthat are particularly relevant for plants wherever appropriate itis shown how ecology and genetics interact presenting
a roundedpicture of the population biology of plants topics covered include variation and its inheritance geneticmarkers
including molecular markers plant breeding systems ecological genetics intraspecific interactions populationdynamics regional
dynamics and metapopulations competition andcoexistence and the evolution of breeding systems and lifehistory an extensive
bibliography provides access to the recentliterature that will be invaluable to students and academicsalike effective
integration of plant population ecology populationgenetics and evolutionary biology the new edition is thoroughly revised and
now includesmolecular techniques the genetics chapters have been completely rewritten by a newco author deborah charlesworth
population biology has been investigated quantitatively for many decades resulting in a rich body of scientific literature
ecologists often avoid this literature put off by its apparently formidable mathematics this textbook provides an introduction
to the biology and ecology of populations by emphasizing the roles of simple mathematical models in explaining the growth and
behavior of populations the author only assumes acquaintance with elementary calculus and provides tutorial explanations where
needed to develop mathematical concepts examples problems extensive marginal notes and numerous graphs enhance the book s value
to students in classes ranging from population biology and population ecology to mathematical biology and mathematical ecology
the book will also be useful as a supplement to introductory courses in ecology population biology of plants defines a science
of population biology for plants and other fixed organisms the author describes the processes that determine the number of
plants and the number of plant parts examines the separate stages in a general model of population behavior the ways in which
individual plants interfere with each others growth and risk of death and aspects of the behavior of animals that influence or
determine the size of plant populations to show the importance of stochastic processes in the change of gene frequencies the
authors discuss topics ranging from molecular evolution to two locus problems in terms of diffusion models throughout their
discussion they come to grips with one of the most challenging problems in population genetics the ways in which genetic
variability is maintained in mendelian populations r a fisher j b s haldane and sewall wright in pioneering works confirmed the
usefulness of mathematical theory in population genetics the synthesis their work achieved is recognized today as mathematical
genetics that branch of genetics whose aim is to investigate the laws governing the genetic structure of natural populations and
consequently to clarify the mechanisms of evolution for the benefit of population geneticists without advanced mathematical
training professors kimura and ohta use verbal description rather than mathematical symbolism wherever practicable a
mathematical appendix is included this is the first book to comprehensively apply the fundamental tools and concepts of
demography to a nonhuman species it provides clear and concise treatment of standard demographic techniques such as life table
analysis and population projection introduces models that have seldom appeared outside of the demographic literature including
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the multiple decrement life table the intrinsic sex ratio and multiregional demography and addresses demographic problems that
are unique to nonhuman organisms such as the demographic theory of social insects and harvesting techniques applied to insect
mass rearing the book also contains a synthesis of fundamental properties of population such as momentum and convergence to the
stable age distribution with a section on the unity of demographic models and appendices detailing analytical methods used to
quantify and model the data gathered in a ground breaking study on the mortality experience of 1 2 million medflies based on an
insect demography course at the university of california davis the book is intended for practicing entomologists population
biologists and ecologists for use in research or as a graduate text this book outlines concepts such as population variability
population stability population viability and persistance and harvest yield also addressed are specific applications to
conservation such as managing species at risk fishery management and the spatial manageement of marine resources adapted from
back cover this book addresses research in the rapidly developing integration of conservation biology with population biology
population biology has been investigated quantitatively for many decades resulting in a rich body of scientific literature
ecologists often avoid this literature being put off by its apparently formidable mathematics this textbook provides an
introduction to the biology and ecology of populations by emphasizing the roles of simple mathematical models in explaining the
growth and behavior of populations the author only assumes acquaintance with elementary calculus and provides tutorial
explanations where needed to develop mathematical concepts examples problems extensive marginal notes and numerous graphs
enhance the book s value to students in classes ranging from population biology and population ecology to introductory courses
in ecology personal prefaces paul r ehrlich and ilkka hanski 1 checkerspot research background and origins paul r ehrlich and
ilkka hanski 2 introducing checkerspots taxonomy and research dennis d murphy niklas wahlberg ilkka hanski paul r ehrlich 3
structure and dynamics of euphydryas edith populations jessica j hellmann stuart b weiss john f mclaughlin paul r ehrlich dennis
d murhpy and alan e launer 4 structure and dynamics of melitea cinxia metapopulations 5 checkerspot reproductive biology carol l
boggs and marko nieminen 6 oviposition preference its measuremen population dynamics alternative models provides a theoretical
framework of population dynamics this book contains seven chapters that discuss the controversies surrounding discussions on the
explicit view of the subject chapters 1 and 2 present a general introduction to the terminology the mathematical background and
the philosophical approach that lie behind the theoretical development chapter 3 contains a series of models accounting for
variations in population growth rates sizes and fluctuations while chapter 4 examines a model accounting for the evolution of
life history patterns a more detailed examination of the effects of predation on prey populations especially with respect to
determining a prey population s maximum sustainable yield is explored in chapter 5 chapter 6 highlights the interspecific
competition theory in terms of the population dynamics models presented in a previous chapter chapter 7 summarizes the
developments in the population dynamics research studies this work will be of great value to ecologists biologists and
population dynamics researchers dinamics and evolution of plant populations in natural or seminatural environments past present
and future studies on the populations dynamics of some long lived trees plant demography a community level interpretation fires
and emus the population ecology of some woody plants in arid australia differences in life histories between two ecotypes of
plantago lanceolota l variation and differentiation in populations of trifolium repens in permanent pastures disasters and
catastrophes in populations of halimione portulacoides establishment and peri establishment mortality population biology and the
conservation of rare species biology of invasive and weedy species invading plants their potential contribution to population
biology proso millet panicum miliaceum l a crop and a weed population dynamics of a few exotic weeds in north east india weeds
and agriculture a question of balance the demographic interpretation of plant form application to plant competition and
production on the astogeny of six cornered clones an aspect of modular construction the importance of plant form as a
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determining factor in competition and habitat exploitation modular demography and form in silver birch modular demography and
growth patterns of two annual weeds chenopodium album l and spergula arvensis l in relation to flowering a modular approach to
tree production plant interference the effects of neighbours the influence of pathogens and predators on plant populations plant
reprodutive biology this unique collection of essays deals with the foundation and historical development of population biology
and its relationship to population genetics and population ecology on the one hand and to the rapidly growing fields of
molecular quantitative genetics genomics and bioinformatics on the other published in honor of richard lewontin the kyoto
meeting had the objective of promoting research development in mathematical biology in particular of enhancing cooperative
research activity on an international scale and of encouraging a broadening exchange of information the papers collected here
deal with current topics of research in mathematical biology and are classified into three chapters i mathematical ecology and
population biology ii mathematical theories of pattern and morphogenesis iii theoretical neurosciences and related problems in
physiology they present the newest results on various important problems in these respective areas this forms part of a
collection of reviews of population biology with surveys of unicellular organisms phytopathogenic fungi plants and population
phenogenetics the remainder of the volume is devoted to papers reviewing the physiology of higher nervous activity in man and
animals including contributions on the neurophysiology of the emotions and of the emotions and thought the neuronal basis of
associative learning and neuronal mechanisms of short term memory ���������������� ������������������������� the present book
describes novel theories of mutation pathogen systems showing critical fluctuations as a paradigmatic example of an application
of the mathematics of critical phenomena to the life sciences it will enable the reader to understand the implications and
future impact of these findings yet at same time allow him to actively follow the mathematical tools and scientific origins of
critical phenomena this book also seeks to pave the way to further fruitful applications of the mathematics of critical
phenomena in other fields of the life sciences provides a quantitative and darwinian perspective on population biology with
problem sets simulations and worked examples to aid the student this book is an outgrowth of one phase of an upper division
course on quantitative ecology given each year for the past eight at berkeley i am most grateful to the students in that course
and to many graduate students in the berkeley department of zoology and colleges of engineering and natural resources whose
spirited discussions inspired much of the book s content i also am deeply grateful to those faculty colleagues with whom at one
time or another i have shared courses or seminars in ecology or population biology d m auslander l demetrius g oster o h paris f
a pitelka a m schultz y takahashi d b tyler and p vogelhut all of whom contributed substantially to the development of my
thinking in those fields to my depart mental colleagues e polak and a j thomasian who guided me into the litera ture on
numerical methods and stochastic processes and to the graduate students who at one time or another have worked with me on
population biology projects l m brodnax s p chan a elterman g c ferrell d green c hayashi k l lee w f martin jr d may j stamnes
g e swanson and i weeks who together undoubtedly provided me with the greatest inspiration i am indebted to the copy editing and
production staff of springer verlag especially to ms m muzeniek for their diligence and skill and to mrs alice peters
biomathematics editor for her patience this book is a careful integration of the social and biological sciences drawing on
anthropology biology human ecology and medicine to provide a comprehensive understanding of how our species adapts to natural
and man made environments the goal of this book is to search for a balance between simple and analyzable models and unsolvable
models which are capable of addressing important questions on population biology part i focusses on single species simple models
including those which have been used to predict the growth of human and animal population in the past single population models
are in some sense the building blocks of more realistic models the subject of part ii their role is fundamental to the study of
ecological and demographic processes including the role of population structure and spatial heterogeneity the subject of part
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iii this book which will include both examples and exercises is of use to practitioners graduate students and scientists working
in the field this ebook presents all 10 articles published under the frontiers research topic evolutionary feedbacks between
population biology and genome architecture edited by scott v edwards and tariq ezaz with the rise of rapid genome sequencing
across the tree of life challenges arise in understanding the major evolutionary forces influencing the structure of microbial
and eukaryotic genomes in particular the prevalence of natural selection versus genetic drift in shaping those genomes
additional complexities in understanding genome architecture arise with the increasing incidence of interspecific hybridization
as a force for shaping genotypes and phenotypes a key paradigm shift facilitating a more nuanced interpretation of genomes came
with the rise of the nearly neutral theory in the 1970s followed by a greater appreciation for the contribution of nonadaptive
forces such as genetic drift to genome structure in the 1990s and 2000s the articles published in this ebook grapple with these
issues and provide an update as to the ways in which modern population genetics and genome informatics deepen our understanding
of the subtle interplay between these myriad forces from intraspecific to macroevolutionary studies population biology and
population genetics are now major tools for understanding the broad landscape of how genomes evolve across the tree of life this
volume is a celebration across diverse taxa of the contributions of population genetics thinking to genome studies we hope it
spurs additional research and clarity in the ongoing search for rules governing the evolution of genomes despite decades of
developments in immunization and drug therapy tuberculosis remains among the leading causes of human mortality and no country
has successfully eradicated the disease reenvisioning tuberculosis from the perspective of population biology this book examines
why the disease is so persistent and what must be done to fight it treating tuberculosis and its human hosts as dynamic
interacting populations christopher dye seeks new answers to key questions by drawing on demography ecology epidemiology
evolution and population genetics dye uses simple mathematical models to investigate how cases and deaths could be reduced and
how interventions could lead to tb elimination dye s analysis reveals a striking gap between the actual and potential impact of
current interventions especially drug treatment and he suggests placing more emphasis on early case detection and the treatment
of active or incipient tuberculosis he argues that the response to disappointingly slow rates of disease decline is not to
abandon long established principles of chemotherapy but to implement them with greater vigor summarizing epidemiological
insights from population biology dye stresses the need to take a more inclusive view of the factors that affect disease
including characteristics of the pathogen individuals and populations health care systems and physical and social environments
in broadening the horizons of tb research the population biology of tuberculosis demonstrates what must be done to prevent
control and defeat this global threat in the twenty first century integrated population biology and modeling part a offers very
complex and precise realities of quantifying modern and traditional methods of understanding populations and population dynamics
chapters cover emerging topics of note including longevity dynamics modeling human environment interactions survival
probabilities from 5 year cumulative life table survival ratios tx 5 tx some innovative methodological investigations cell
migration models evolutionary dynamics of cancer cells an integrated approach for modeling of coastal lagoons a case for chilka
lake india population and metapopulation dynamics mortality analysis measures and models stationary population models are there
biological and social limits to human longevity probability models in biology stochastic models in population biology and more
covers emerging topics of note in the subject matter presents chapters on longevity dynamics modeling human environment
interactions survival probabilities from 5 year cumulative life table survival ratios tx 5 tx and more dynamics this book uses
fundamental ideas in dynamical systems to answer questions of a biologic nature in particular questions about the behavior of
populations given a relatively few hypotheses about the nature of their growth and interaction the principal subject treated is
that of coexistence under certain parameter ranges while asymptotic methods are used to show competitive exclusion in other
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parameter ranges finally some problems in genetics are posed and analyzed as problems in nonlinear ordinary differential
equations the formulation analysis and re evaluation of mathematical models in population biology has become a valuable source
of insight to mathematicians and biologists alike this book presents an overview and selected sample of these results and ideas
organized by biological theme rather than mathematical concept with an emphasis on helping the reader develop appropriate
modeling skills through use of well chosen and varied examples part i starts with unstructured single species population models
particularly in the framework of continuous time models then adding the most rudimentary stage structure with variable stage
duration the theme of stage structure in an age dependent context is developed in part ii covering demographic concepts such as
life expectation and variance of life length and their dynamic consequences in part iii the author considers the dynamic
interplay of host and parasite populations i e the epidemics and endemics of infectious diseases the theme of stage structure
continues here in the analysis of different stages of infection and of age structure that is instrumental in optimizing
vaccination strategies each section concludes with exercises some with solutions and suggestions for further study the level of
mathematics is relatively modest a toolbox provides a summary of required results in differential equations integration and
integral equations in addition a selection of maple worksheets is provided the book provides an authoritative tour through a
dazzling ensemble of topics and is both an ideal introduction to the subject and reference for researchers in this book i have
tried to bring together the major developments in the study of insect populations in tropical environments in some ways this
task has been a difficult one because conceptually it is virtually impossible to limit a discussion of insect ecology to the
tropics since the same concepts theories and hypoth eses concerning the mechanisms by which habitats support insect populations
often apply both to temperate and to tropical regions thus one might argue effectively that a book such as peter price s insect
ecology represents a more comprehensive treatment of insect ecology including the tropical aspects yet because there has been a
tremendous amount of new study on insects in the tropics in recent years and because there has also been a strong historical
interest in tropical insects judging from early museum expeditions and medically and agriculturally oriented studies of insects
in the new and old world tropics i believe there is a place for a book dealing almost exclusively with tropical insects but
logically so such a book by necessity incorporates data and informa tion from temperate zone studies if for no other reason than
because insights into the properties of tropical environments often emerge from compariso ns of species communities or faunas
between temperate and tropical regions an understanding of insect populations in the tropics cannot be divorced from a
consideration of temperate zone populations this study was based mainly on gill net collections of yellow perch made during july
and august 1971 79 in southern lake michigan at grand haven saugatuck south haven benton harbor and new buffalo michigan
michigan city and gary indiana waukegan illinois and milwaukee wisconsin geographical abundance varied and were partly
attributable to differences in fishing mortality population biology has been investigated quantitatively for many decades
resulting in a rich body of scientific literature ecologists often avoid this literature put off by its apparently formidable
mathematics this textbook provides an introduction to the biology and ecology of populations by emphasizing the roles of simple
mathematical models in explaining the growth and behavior of populations the author only assumes acquaintance with elementary
calculus and provides tutorial explanations where needed to develop mathematical concepts examples problems extensive marginal
notes and numerous graphs enhance the book s value to students in classes ranging from population biology and population ecology
to mathematical biology and mathematical ecology the book will also be useful as a supplement to introductory courses in ecology
for the design of control programs in extreme cases as dis cussed below by fine et al this volume and elsewhere it can happen
that immunization programs although they protect vaccinated individuals actually increase the overall incidence of a particular
disease the possibility that many nonhuman animal populations may be regulated by parasitic infections is another topic where it
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may be argued that conventional disciplinary boundaries have retarded investigation while much ecological research has been
devoted to exploring the extent to which competition or predator prey interactions may regulate natural populations or set their
patterns of geographical distribution few substan tial studies have considered the possibility that infectious diseases may
serve as regulatory agents 1 8 on the other hand the many careful epidemiological studies of the trans mission and maintenance
of parasitic infections in human and other animal populations usually assume the host population density to be set by other
considerations and not dynamically engaged with the disease see for example 1 2 with all these considerations in mind the dahlem
workshop from which this book derives aimed to weave strands together testing theoretical analysis against empirical facts and
patterns and identifying outstanding problems in pursuit of a better un derstanding of the overall population biology of
parasitic in fections for the purpose of the workshop the term parasite was de fined widely to include viruses bacteria
protozoans fungi and helminths
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Introduction to Plant Population Biology 2009-04-01

this completely revised fourth edition of introduction to plantpopulation biology continues the approach taken by its
highlysuccessful predecessors ecological and genetic principles areintroduced and theory is made accessible by clear
accurateexposition with plentiful examples models and theoreticalarguments are developed gradually requiring a minimum
ofmathematics the book emphasizes the particular characteristics of plantsthat affect their population biology and evolutionary
questionsthat are particularly relevant for plants wherever appropriate itis shown how ecology and genetics interact presenting
a roundedpicture of the population biology of plants topics covered include variation and its inheritance geneticmarkers
including molecular markers plant breeding systems ecological genetics intraspecific interactions populationdynamics regional
dynamics and metapopulations competition andcoexistence and the evolution of breeding systems and lifehistory an extensive
bibliography provides access to the recentliterature that will be invaluable to students and academicsalike effective
integration of plant population ecology populationgenetics and evolutionary biology the new edition is thoroughly revised and
now includesmolecular techniques the genetics chapters have been completely rewritten by a newco author deborah charlesworth

Population Biology 1997

population biology has been investigated quantitatively for many decades resulting in a rich body of scientific literature
ecologists often avoid this literature put off by its apparently formidable mathematics this textbook provides an introduction
to the biology and ecology of populations by emphasizing the roles of simple mathematical models in explaining the growth and
behavior of populations the author only assumes acquaintance with elementary calculus and provides tutorial explanations where
needed to develop mathematical concepts examples problems extensive marginal notes and numerous graphs enhance the book s value
to students in classes ranging from population biology and population ecology to mathematical biology and mathematical ecology
the book will also be useful as a supplement to introductory courses in ecology

Population Biology of Plants 1977

population biology of plants defines a science of population biology for plants and other fixed organisms the author describes
the processes that determine the number of plants and the number of plant parts examines the separate stages in a general model
of population behavior the ways in which individual plants interfere with each others growth and risk of death and aspects of
the behavior of animals that influence or determine the size of plant populations

Theoretical Aspects of Population Genetics 1971-10-21

to show the importance of stochastic processes in the change of gene frequencies the authors discuss topics ranging from
molecular evolution to two locus problems in terms of diffusion models throughout their discussion they come to grips with one
of the most challenging problems in population genetics the ways in which genetic variability is maintained in mendelian
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populations r a fisher j b s haldane and sewall wright in pioneering works confirmed the usefulness of mathematical theory in
population genetics the synthesis their work achieved is recognized today as mathematical genetics that branch of genetics whose
aim is to investigate the laws governing the genetic structure of natural populations and consequently to clarify the mechanisms
of evolution for the benefit of population geneticists without advanced mathematical training professors kimura and ohta use
verbal description rather than mathematical symbolism wherever practicable a mathematical appendix is included

Applied Demography for Biologists 1993-02-04

this is the first book to comprehensively apply the fundamental tools and concepts of demography to a nonhuman species it
provides clear and concise treatment of standard demographic techniques such as life table analysis and population projection
introduces models that have seldom appeared outside of the demographic literature including the multiple decrement life table
the intrinsic sex ratio and multiregional demography and addresses demographic problems that are unique to nonhuman organisms
such as the demographic theory of social insects and harvesting techniques applied to insect mass rearing the book also contains
a synthesis of fundamental properties of population such as momentum and convergence to the stable age distribution with a
section on the unity of demographic models and appendices detailing analytical methods used to quantify and model the data
gathered in a ground breaking study on the mortality experience of 1 2 million medflies based on an insect demography course at
the university of california davis the book is intended for practicing entomologists population biologists and ecologists for
use in research or as a graduate text

Population Dynamics for Conservation 2019-10

this book outlines concepts such as population variability population stability population viability and persistance and harvest
yield also addressed are specific applications to conservation such as managing species at risk fishery management and the
spatial manageement of marine resources adapted from back cover

Viable Populations for Conservation 1987

this book addresses research in the rapidly developing integration of conservation biology with population biology

Population Biology 1997-07-28

population biology has been investigated quantitatively for many decades resulting in a rich body of scientific literature
ecologists often avoid this literature being put off by its apparently formidable mathematics this textbook provides an
introduction to the biology and ecology of populations by emphasizing the roles of simple mathematical models in explaining the
growth and behavior of populations the author only assumes acquaintance with elementary calculus and provides tutorial
explanations where needed to develop mathematical concepts examples problems extensive marginal notes and numerous graphs
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enhance the book s value to students in classes ranging from population biology and population ecology to introductory courses
in ecology

Case Studies in Population Biology 1985

personal prefaces paul r ehrlich and ilkka hanski 1 checkerspot research background and origins paul r ehrlich and ilkka hanski
2 introducing checkerspots taxonomy and research dennis d murphy niklas wahlberg ilkka hanski paul r ehrlich 3 structure and
dynamics of euphydryas edith populations jessica j hellmann stuart b weiss john f mclaughlin paul r ehrlich dennis d murhpy and
alan e launer 4 structure and dynamics of melitea cinxia metapopulations 5 checkerspot reproductive biology carol l boggs and
marko nieminen 6 oviposition preference its measuremen

Population Biology and Evolution 1984-06-01

population dynamics alternative models provides a theoretical framework of population dynamics this book contains seven chapters
that discuss the controversies surrounding discussions on the explicit view of the subject chapters 1 and 2 present a general
introduction to the terminology the mathematical background and the philosophical approach that lie behind the theoretical
development chapter 3 contains a series of models accounting for variations in population growth rates sizes and fluctuations
while chapter 4 examines a model accounting for the evolution of life history patterns a more detailed examination of the
effects of predation on prey populations especially with respect to determining a prey population s maximum sustainable yield is
explored in chapter 5 chapter 6 highlights the interspecific competition theory in terms of the population dynamics models
presented in a previous chapter chapter 7 summarizes the developments in the population dynamics research studies this work will
be of great value to ecologists biologists and population dynamics researchers

A Population Reader 1994

dinamics and evolution of plant populations in natural or seminatural environments past present and future studies on the
populations dynamics of some long lived trees plant demography a community level interpretation fires and emus the population
ecology of some woody plants in arid australia differences in life histories between two ecotypes of plantago lanceolota l
variation and differentiation in populations of trifolium repens in permanent pastures disasters and catastrophes in populations
of halimione portulacoides establishment and peri establishment mortality population biology and the conservation of rare
species biology of invasive and weedy species invading plants their potential contribution to population biology proso millet
panicum miliaceum l a crop and a weed population dynamics of a few exotic weeds in north east india weeds and agriculture a
question of balance the demographic interpretation of plant form application to plant competition and production on the astogeny
of six cornered clones an aspect of modular construction the importance of plant form as a determining factor in competition and
habitat exploitation modular demography and form in silver birch modular demography and growth patterns of two annual weeds
chenopodium album l and spergula arvensis l in relation to flowering a modular approach to tree production plant interference
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the effects of neighbours the influence of pathogens and predators on plant populations plant reprodutive biology

A Population Biology Reader 1993-01-01

this unique collection of essays deals with the foundation and historical development of population biology and its relationship
to population genetics and population ecology on the one hand and to the rapidly growing fields of molecular quantitative
genetics genomics and bioinformatics on the other published in honor of richard lewontin

Population Biology 1983

the kyoto meeting had the objective of promoting research development in mathematical biology in particular of enhancing
cooperative research activity on an international scale and of encouraging a broadening exchange of information the papers
collected here deal with current topics of research in mathematical biology and are classified into three chapters i
mathematical ecology and population biology ii mathematical theories of pattern and morphogenesis iii theoretical neurosciences
and related problems in physiology they present the newest results on various important problems in these respective areas

On the Wings of Checkerspots 2004

this forms part of a collection of reviews of population biology with surveys of unicellular organisms phytopathogenic fungi
plants and population phenogenetics the remainder of the volume is devoted to papers reviewing the physiology of higher nervous
activity in man and animals including contributions on the neurophysiology of the emotions and of the emotions and thought the
neuronal basis of associative learning and neuronal mechanisms of short term memory

Population Dynamics 1979

���������������� �������������������������

Studies on Plant Demography 1985

the present book describes novel theories of mutation pathogen systems showing critical fluctuations as a paradigmatic example
of an application of the mathematics of critical phenomena to the life sciences it will enable the reader to understand the
implications and future impact of these findings yet at same time allow him to actively follow the mathematical tools and
scientific origins of critical phenomena this book also seeks to pave the way to further fruitful applications of the
mathematics of critical phenomena in other fields of the life sciences
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Population Biology of Genes and Molecules 1990

provides a quantitative and darwinian perspective on population biology with problem sets simulations and worked examples to aid
the student

The Evolution of Population Biology 2004

this book is an outgrowth of one phase of an upper division course on quantitative ecology given each year for the past eight at
berkeley i am most grateful to the students in that course and to many graduate students in the berkeley department of zoology
and colleges of engineering and natural resources whose spirited discussions inspired much of the book s content i also am
deeply grateful to those faculty colleagues with whom at one time or another i have shared courses or seminars in ecology or
population biology d m auslander l demetrius g oster o h paris f a pitelka a m schultz y takahashi d b tyler and p vogelhut all
of whom contributed substantially to the development of my thinking in those fields to my depart mental colleagues e polak and a
j thomasian who guided me into the litera ture on numerical methods and stochastic processes and to the graduate students who at
one time or another have worked with me on population biology projects l m brodnax s p chan a elterman g c ferrell d green c
hayashi k l lee w f martin jr d may j stamnes g e swanson and i weeks who together undoubtedly provided me with the greatest
inspiration i am indebted to the copy editing and production staff of springer verlag especially to ms m muzeniek for their
diligence and skill and to mrs alice peters biomathematics editor for her patience

Population Biology and Evolution of Clonal Organisms 1985

this book is a careful integration of the social and biological sciences drawing on anthropology biology human ecology and
medicine to provide a comprehensive understanding of how our species adapts to natural and man made environments

Population Biology and Evolution of Clonal Organisms 1985

the goal of this book is to search for a balance between simple and analyzable models and unsolvable models which are capable of
addressing important questions on population biology part i focusses on single species simple models including those which have
been used to predict the growth of human and animal population in the past single population models are in some sense the
building blocks of more realistic models the subject of part ii their role is fundamental to the study of ecological and
demographic processes including the role of population structure and spatial heterogeneity the subject of part iii this book
which will include both examples and exercises is of use to practitioners graduate students and scientists working in the field
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Mathematical Topics in Population Biology, Morphogenesis and Neurosciences 1987-06-01

this ebook presents all 10 articles published under the frontiers research topic evolutionary feedbacks between population
biology and genome architecture edited by scott v edwards and tariq ezaz with the rise of rapid genome sequencing across the
tree of life challenges arise in understanding the major evolutionary forces influencing the structure of microbial and
eukaryotic genomes in particular the prevalence of natural selection versus genetic drift in shaping those genomes additional
complexities in understanding genome architecture arise with the increasing incidence of interspecific hybridization as a force
for shaping genotypes and phenotypes a key paradigm shift facilitating a more nuanced interpretation of genomes came with the
rise of the nearly neutral theory in the 1970s followed by a greater appreciation for the contribution of nonadaptive forces
such as genetic drift to genome structure in the 1990s and 2000s the articles published in this ebook grapple with these issues
and provide an update as to the ways in which modern population genetics and genome informatics deepen our understanding of the
subtle interplay between these myriad forces from intraspecific to macroevolutionary studies population biology and population
genetics are now major tools for understanding the broad landscape of how genomes evolve across the tree of life this volume is
a celebration across diverse taxa of the contributions of population genetics thinking to genome studies we hope it spurs
additional research and clarity in the ongoing search for rules governing the evolution of genomes

Future Prospects for Population Phenogenetics 1989-01-01

despite decades of developments in immunization and drug therapy tuberculosis remains among the leading causes of human
mortality and no country has successfully eradicated the disease reenvisioning tuberculosis from the perspective of population
biology this book examines why the disease is so persistent and what must be done to fight it treating tuberculosis and its
human hosts as dynamic interacting populations christopher dye seeks new answers to key questions by drawing on demography
ecology epidemiology evolution and population genetics dye uses simple mathematical models to investigate how cases and deaths
could be reduced and how interventions could lead to tb elimination dye s analysis reveals a striking gap between the actual and
potential impact of current interventions especially drug treatment and he suggests placing more emphasis on early case
detection and the treatment of active or incipient tuberculosis he argues that the response to disappointingly slow rates of
disease decline is not to abandon long established principles of chemotherapy but to implement them with greater vigor
summarizing epidemiological insights from population biology dye stresses the need to take a more inclusive view of the factors
that affect disease including characteristics of the pathogen individuals and populations health care systems and physical and
social environments in broadening the horizons of tb research the population biology of tuberculosis demonstrates what must be
done to prevent control and defeat this global threat in the twenty first century

人口論 2011

integrated population biology and modeling part a offers very complex and precise realities of quantifying modern and
traditional methods of understanding populations and population dynamics chapters cover emerging topics of note including
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longevity dynamics modeling human environment interactions survival probabilities from 5 year cumulative life table survival
ratios tx 5 tx some innovative methodological investigations cell migration models evolutionary dynamics of cancer cells an
integrated approach for modeling of coastal lagoons a case for chilka lake india population and metapopulation dynamics
mortality analysis measures and models stationary population models are there biological and social limits to human longevity
probability models in biology stochastic models in population biology and more covers emerging topics of note in the subject
matter presents chapters on longevity dynamics modeling human environment interactions survival probabilities from 5 year
cumulative life table survival ratios tx 5 tx and more

Population Biology and Criticality 2004

dynamics

Introduction to Population Biology 2012-12-06

this book uses fundamental ideas in dynamical systems to answer questions of a biologic nature in particular questions about the
behavior of populations given a relatively few hypotheses about the nature of their growth and interaction the principal subject
treated is that of coexistence under certain parameter ranges while asymptotic methods are used to show competitive exclusion in
other parameter ranges finally some problems in genetics are posed and analyzed as problems in nonlinear ordinary differential
equations

Network Models in Population Biology 1989

the formulation analysis and re evaluation of mathematical models in population biology has become a valuable source of insight
to mathematicians and biologists alike this book presents an overview and selected sample of these results and ideas organized
by biological theme rather than mathematical concept with an emphasis on helping the reader develop appropriate modeling skills
through use of well chosen and varied examples part i starts with unstructured single species population models particularly in
the framework of continuous time models then adding the most rudimentary stage structure with variable stage duration the theme
of stage structure in an age dependent context is developed in part ii covering demographic concepts such as life expectation
and variance of life length and their dynamic consequences in part iii the author considers the dynamic interplay of host and
parasite populations i e the epidemics and endemics of infectious diseases the theme of stage structure continues here in the
analysis of different stages of infection and of age structure that is instrumental in optimizing vaccination strategies each
section concludes with exercises some with solutions and suggestions for further study the level of mathematics is relatively
modest a toolbox provides a summary of required results in differential equations integration and integral equations in addition
a selection of maple worksheets is provided the book provides an authoritative tour through a dazzling ensemble of topics and is
both an ideal introduction to the subject and reference for researchers
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Human Population Biology 2017-07

in this book i have tried to bring together the major developments in the study of insect populations in tropical environments
in some ways this task has been a difficult one because conceptually it is virtually impossible to limit a discussion of insect
ecology to the tropics since the same concepts theories and hypoth eses concerning the mechanisms by which habitats support
insect populations often apply both to temperate and to tropical regions thus one might argue effectively that a book such as
peter price s insect ecology represents a more comprehensive treatment of insect ecology including the tropical aspects yet
because there has been a tremendous amount of new study on insects in the tropics in recent years and because there has also
been a strong historical interest in tropical insects judging from early museum expeditions and medically and agriculturally
oriented studies of insects in the new and old world tropics i believe there is a place for a book dealing almost exclusively
with tropical insects but logically so such a book by necessity incorporates data and informa tion from temperate zone studies
if for no other reason than because insights into the properties of tropical environments often emerge from compariso ns of
species communities or faunas between temperate and tropical regions an understanding of insect populations in the tropics
cannot be divorced from a consideration of temperate zone populations

保全遺伝学入門 2011-11-09

this study was based mainly on gill net collections of yellow perch made during july and august 1971 79 in southern lake
michigan at grand haven saugatuck south haven benton harbor and new buffalo michigan michigan city and gary indiana waukegan
illinois and milwaukee wisconsin geographical abundance varied and were partly attributable to differences in fishing mortality

Mathematical Models in Population Biology and Epidemiology 2018-12-06

population biology has been investigated quantitatively for many decades resulting in a rich body of scientific literature
ecologists often avoid this literature put off by its apparently formidable mathematics this textbook provides an introduction
to the biology and ecology of populations by emphasizing the roles of simple mathematical models in explaining the growth and
behavior of populations the author only assumes acquaintance with elementary calculus and provides tutorial explanations where
needed to develop mathematical concepts examples problems extensive marginal notes and numerous graphs enhance the book s value
to students in classes ranging from population biology and population ecology to mathematical biology and mathematical ecology
the book will also be useful as a supplement to introductory courses in ecology

Evolutionary Feedbacks Between Population Biology and Genome Architecture 2015-07-07

for the design of control programs in extreme cases as dis cussed below by fine et al this volume and elsewhere it can happen
that immunization programs although they protect vaccinated individuals actually increase the overall incidence of a particular
disease the possibility that many nonhuman animal populations may be regulated by parasitic infections is another topic where it
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may be argued that conventional disciplinary boundaries have retarded investigation while much ecological research has been
devoted to exploring the extent to which competition or predator prey interactions may regulate natural populations or set their
patterns of geographical distribution few substan tial studies have considered the possibility that infectious diseases may
serve as regulatory agents 1 8 on the other hand the many careful epidemiological studies of the trans mission and maintenance
of parasitic infections in human and other animal populations usually assume the host population density to be set by other
considerations and not dynamically engaged with the disease see for example 1 2 with all these considerations in mind the dahlem
workshop from which this book derives aimed to weave strands together testing theoretical analysis against empirical facts and
patterns and identifying outstanding problems in pursuit of a better un derstanding of the overall population biology of
parasitic in fections for the purpose of the workshop the term parasite was de fined widely to include viruses bacteria
protozoans fungi and helminths

The Population Biology of Tuberculosis 2018-09-26

Integrated Population Biology and Modeling 1998-03-28

Population Biology of Grasses 1983-01-01

Competition Models in Population Biology 2003

Mathematics in Population Biology 2012-12-06

Population Biology of Tropical Insects 1983

Population Biology of Yellow Perch in Southern Lake Michigan, 1971-79 1996-12-13
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Population Biology 2012-12-06

Population Biology of Infectious Diseases 1978
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